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INVESTIGATORS INCORPORATE RANDOMIZED TRIAL
WITHIN DIALYSIS CARE DELIVERY
Trial examines potential benefit of longer dialysis sessions.
Highlights
• The Time to Reduce Mortality in ESRD (TiME) trial was a large pragmatic trial
demonstration project designed to determine the benefits of hemodialysis
sessions that are longer than many patients currently receive.
• The trial was conducted through a partnership between academic investigators
and 2 large dialysis provider organizations using a highly centralized
implementation approach.
• Although the trial accomplished most of its demonstration project objectives,
uptake of the intervention was insufficient to determine whether longer sessions
improve outcomes.
Washington, DC (April 18, 2019) — A recent clinical trial fully embedded into the routine
delivery of care at dialysis facilities sought to determine if hemodialysis sessions that are
longer than many patients in the United States currently receive can improve patients’
health. Although the trial accomplished most of its objectives, uptake of the intervention
was insufficient to determine whether longer sessions are beneficial. The findings, which
appear in an upcoming issue of JASN, indicate that embedding trials into dialysis care will
require more effective strategies for engaging clinicians and patients.
The trial’s investigators had 2 goals: to develop approaches for embedding large
randomized trials into the routine delivery of clinical care, and to determine whether
patients benefit from hemodialysis sessions that are longer than usual. In the Time to
Reduce Mortality in ESRD (TiME) trial, 266 dialysis facilities randomized to the
intervention adopted a default hemodialysis session duration of at least 4.25 hours for
new dialysis patients; those randomized to usual care had no trial-specified approach to
duration. Trial implementation was highly centralized, with no on-site research personnel
and complete reliance on clinically acquired data.
The team demonstrated that a trial embedded into clinical care delivery with no on-site
research personnel could efficiently enroll a large number of participants using an opt-out
approach to informed consent. (The trial enrolled 7,035 patients.) The trial was also able

to obtain useful treatment and outcomes data from hundreds of medical facilities and
monitor trial conduct and safety through a centralized approach.
The trial was discontinued at a median follow-up of 1.1 years because of an inadequate
between-group difference in session duration. Average session duration was 216 minutes
for the intervention group and 207 minutes for the usual care group. Investigators found
no reduction in mortality or hospitalization rates for the intervention vs. usual care.
“There is a pressing need for data from randomized trials to guide clinical practice in
dialysis,” said lead author Laura M. Dember, MD (University of Pennsylvania Perelman
School of Medicine). “Pragmatic trials embedded in clinical care delivery have
tremendous potential for efficiently producing evidence that is highly generalizable to the
non-research setting; however, experience with this approach is limited. The TiME trial
provides an important foundation for future pragmatic trials in dialysis as well as in other
settings.”
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The article, entitled “The TiME Trial: A Fully Embedded, Cluster-Randomized, Pragmatic
Trial of Hemodialysis Session Duration,” will appear online at http://jasn.asnjournals.org/
on April 18, 2019, doi: 10.1681/ASN.2018090945.
The content of this article does not reflect the views or opinions of The American Society of
Nephrology (ASN). Responsibility for the information and views expressed therein lies entirely with
the author(s). ASN does not offer medical advice. All content in ASN publications is for
informational purposes only, and is not intended to cover all possible uses, directions, precautions,
drug interactions, or adverse effects. This content should not be used during a medical emergency
or for the diagnosis or treatment of any medical condition. Please consult your doctor or other
qualified health care provider if you have any questions about a medical condition, or before taking
any drug, changing your diet or commencing or discontinuing any course of treatment. Do not
ignore or delay obtaining professional medical advice because of information accessed through
ASN. Call 911 or your doctor for all medical emergencies.
Since 1966, ASN has been leading the fight to prevent, treat, and cure kidney diseases throughout
the world by educating health professionals and scientists, advancing research and innovation,
communicating new knowledge, and advocating for the highest quality care for patients. ASN has
more than 20,000 members representing 131 countries. For more information, please
visit www.asn-online.org or contact the society at 202-640-4660.
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Tweet: Investigators incorporate randomized trial within dialysis care delivery.
@LauraDember
Facebook: A recent clinical trial embedded into the routine delivery of care at dialysis facilities
sought to determine if hemodialysis sessions that are longer than many patients currently receive
can improve patients’ health. Although the trial accomplished many of its objectives, uptake of the
intervention was insufficient to determine whether longer sessions are beneficial. The findings,
which appear in the Journal of the American Society of Nephrology, indicate that embedding trials
into dialysis care will require more effective strategies for engaging clinicians and patients.
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